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Preface
Selling Local Foods in Missouri
Selling is as important to fruit and vegetable growers as a high yield. Producing fruits and vegetable
crops is often relatively easy, but finding a market or optimal combination of markets can be
challenging. Low transportation costs and the ability to produce vine-ripe, fresh fruits and vegetables
give Missouri growers a competitive advantage in marketing many types of vegetables. Seasonextending technology, such as high tunnels, can expand the growing and marketing windows of many
Missouri-grown fruits and vegetables. Missouri growers can grow varieties and types of fruits and
vegetables that cannot be found on the average supermarket shelf.
Many market outlets are available to Missouri growers. These include community farmers’ markets, “upick” (pick-your-own) sales, on-farm or roadside markets, wholesale produce auctions, restaurants,
institutional sales, marketing cooperatives, supermarket sales and community-supported agriculture or
subscription farming.
Selling Local Foods provides beginning growers, and existing growers that would like to diversify, with
general information and tools to make important production and business decisions. Selling Local Foods
will help you make informed decisions regarding new crops, diversifying your current operation, or
adding value added products, and help you determine the best venue for selling your local crop.

Selling Local Foods puts you in the fast lane for success as a commercial producer. So be sure to
take the first four modules, since these offer you a solid foundation for your dreams and plans
of becoming a commercial grower.
Here’s what they offer:
•

•

•

90 minutes will fly by in our Business Planning, Budgets and Liability module. Business
planning provides information and resources for anyone in or considering commercial
production. You’ll also get hands on experience writing your business mission
statement, business plan and goals.
Food Safely and Food Label Claims functions hand-in-hand with Produce Care and
Management. Food Safety is a fast-paced, 90-minute session that will cover best food
safety practices from your field to market. Produce Care spends a quick 30 minutes
providing details and resources to make sure your production efforts arrive at market in
top form to command the best price! You must get these two modules so you can
navigate regulations and deliver the freshest and safest products to your customers.
If you sell direct-to-consumer, through a distributor, have a farm stand, or sell through
any other venue, Customer Service and Merchandizing offers a wealth of customer
service and marketing tips and resources in this 45-minute module. Communication and
relationships are key – no matter where you sell.

Did you know: research has proven that selling through multiple venues is the No. 1 key to
profits for most successful local market growers? So we offer you nine, 30-minute modules,
each providing an overview of different sales venues. These modules will guide you through
the ins and outs of selling -- from Amish and Mennonite produce auctions to agritourism and
farm stands. Take advantage of as many modules as you can; they will help you make informed
decisions and choose sales venues to put money in your pocket, right from the start.
Our sales venue modules include:
•

Selling at Farmers’ Markets—Have you dreamed about one day selling at a farmers’
market? Come to this session to learn about the advantages, and yes, disadvantages of
selling at a farmers’ market. We’ll provide you with information you need to decide if
selling at a farmers’ market is right for you.

•

Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)—Why do a CSA? What are some of the
common misconceptions regarding CSAs? Did you know there are multiple CSA
business models, and advantages and disadvantages related to each? After you
complete this module you’ll know ways target, develop, grow and retain your CSA
customers.

•

Produce Auctions—How did produce auctions get started? How many auctions are in
Missouri? Who do I contact? What are their regulations? Facilities? Come learn about

the many facets of selling at a produce auction. Find out how an auction might be a
great venue for your products.
•

Selling to Institutions—What is an institution? There are more kinds that you might
think. In this mocule you’ll discover how to you can get your foot in the door and the
benefits of partnering with different types of institutions. You’ll discover how selling to
an institution can foster community relationships and open the door to a variety of
other marketing channels.

•

Selling to Restaurants—Our Selling to Restaurants module will describe all of the
benefits and unique opportunities associated with selling to restaurants. You’ll hear
directly from chefs what is important to them and how to get started. We’ll include
some key resources to make planning and communicating with chefs just that much
easier.

•

Selling to Grocery Stores—This session will provide you with some key tips for selling to
grocery stores. This module will dive into the specific topics you need to consider if you
sell to grocers including producer-retailer relationships, pricing, packaging, quality, and
quantity.

•

Selling Wholesale/Food Hubs—Learn about the different types of wholesalers and the
advantages of marketing through distributors. We’ll explain food hub classifications and
identify potential challenges you might face when selling to wholesalers so that you are
prepared. Wholesale appeals to many farmers because it allows you to focus on what
you’re good at - production.

•

Kitchens and Other Local Foods— Did you know that the percentage of meat in a
product determines which regulations you need to follow? This module will detail the
ins and outs of regulations for jams and jellies to pasta and eggs, meat and jerky. While
many farmers think of local foods as produce, you will find that there are other products
that you can sell locally.

•

Agritourism, Farm Stands and U-Pick—This session will explore the crossover between
agriculture and tourism industries. You will learn about key ways you can adapt your
farm and growing practices so that you can participate in the agritourism industry
through u-picks, farm stands, and events.

Don’t get surprised by the unexpected. Learn, plan and be proactive to ensure your success
whatever sales venues you choose.

Selling Local Foods In Missouri
Grocery Stores

Outline

• Benefits of Selling to Grocery Stores
• Tips for Selling to Grocery Stores
─ Retailer relationship
─ Packaging
─ Quality & Quantity

- Pricing
- Invoicing & tracking
- Promoting

• Challenges of Selling to Grocery Stores

What is grocery store?

Why should I sell to grocery stores?
• Great place to start
• Interested in specific & local
• Independent
• More flexibility

Welcome everyone, today we are going to talk about grocery
stores, specifically about whether selling to grocery stores
fits your operation. We will talk about benefits and
challenges of selling to grocery stores and offer some tips for
selling your product to grocery stores.

A grocery store is a business location for distribution of food
products for retail sale to consumers.

Small specialty food stores, natural food stores or other
small grocery stores are good places to start. They often
have more flexibility to work with producers than large
grocery store chains.
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Benefits of Selling to Grocery Stores
• Great for larger quantities
• Larger customer
• Educate customer

Benefits of Selling to Grocery Stores
• If you harvest more than
planned
• Long-term relationship
• New product feedback
• Custom growing

Grocery stores are a great market for larger quantities of
quality items. Grocery stores often advertise the farm the
product came from. This is a great way to reach a large
customer base and showcase local farms and farm products,
and educate consumers on locally produced foods. Some
grocery stores will label local products with the farm name
and the distance it traveled to get to the grocery store. An
example is the Kirksville Hy-Vee store, where local products
are labeled with signs with the producer’s name and the
number of miles the product traveled from the farm to the
store.
There are several benefits to selling to grocery stores. It’s a
way to market larger quantities or product that you might
not otherwise be able to market through a farmers’ market
or other outlet. Grocery stores can be a strong outlet when
harvest is more abundant than planned. In a good year, a
producer may have more sweet corn than expected and the
grocer may be willing take purchase all they have, since
sweet corn tends to be a popular item among consumers.
There is the possibility for a long-term relationship and
feedback for new products. There could be an opportunity
for custom growing. The grocer may ask a farmer to grow a
particular product for that store.
There are several key questions you should ask yourself if
you are interested in selling to a grocery store: What
products do local grocery stores want that I could supply,
including specialty ethnic foods? Does a particular chain have
an interest in purchasing local?

Key Questions to Ask Yourself
• What is my plan to ensure a consistent supply of a few
key products over a period of several weeks?
• Do I need to be GAP (Good Agricultural Practices)
certified?
• Do I have a documented food
safety plan?

What is my plan to ensure a consistent supply of a few key
products over a period of weeks? Do I need to be GAP (Good
Agricultural Practices) certified? Does this buyer require it?
Do I have a documented food safety plan? If you have a hard
time answering these questions, you may want to seek
additional training or certification through Extension.
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Tips For Selling to Grocery Storesproducer/retailer relationship
• Visit or call the store and ask for an appointment
• Be professional.
• Provide the buyer with:
- product samples
- a product list for the full season
- price list.

Tips For Selling to Grocery Storespackaging
• Ask buyer how they want
products packaged and
labeled before you deliver.
• Most require deliveries in
boxes labeled with farm
name, and product
description.

Before the season begins, visit or call the grocery store and
make an appointment to meet with the produce buyer. Ask
for a meeting time that is most convenient for them. Be
professional, reliable and on time. Share samples of your
product with the store manager or the buyer. Have a product
list and pricing available for them during your visit.

Ask the buyer how they prefer you to package your products
and any labeling requirements they may have. Grocery
stores usually require deliveries in packaging labeled with
your farm name and product description.

The description may include the quantity if bunched and sold
by the bunch or weight if bulk and sold by the pound.
Products such as tomatoes may need to be sized and graded
to industry standards and may require a UPC or PLU code.
Missouri growers can get bar codes from the GS1-US INFO
site http://www.gs1-us.info/ or by joining AgriMissouri.
Grocery store point of sale technology at the cash register
may require a PLU or UPC code that is represented by a
barcode on products. Most grocers use the universal PLU
numbers to identify bulk produce, herbs and nuts.
Growers, packers and shippers are reminded to check before
ordering PLU labels to ensure PLU information for their use is
current. A complete list of Global PLUs is available on the
web at www.plucodes.com.
Failure to deliver adequate and consistent quantities of a
product is a barrier for purchasing local produce.
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Remember, the produce manager wants to be proud of the
quality he provides. The last thing he wants is customer
complaints.

Top-quality products and reliability are all-important for a
successful relationship with a grocery buyer. Communicate
clearly to them what and how much you can deliver, and
when. And then make sure you meet every one of these
agreements.
Show you are prepared and professional. Bring any licenses,
certifications and your food safety plan to show the buyer or
manager.
Tips For Selling to Grocery Storespricing
• Subtract 35-45% from retail or
farmers market price to create
wholesale price for a grocery
store.
• Be able to explain prices to
grocer.

According to the Washington State Department of
Agriculture guide on Direct Marketing Strategies: Selling to
Grocery Stores and Food Co-ops, when pricing your products
for a grocery store, consider subtracting 35-45% from your
retail or farmers’ market price to create a wholesale price.
Be prepared to explain your prices to the grocer so they are
more likely to pay what you are asking and can explain it to
the end customer.
Grocers may pay more for special products, such as a special
flavor, variety, or something else that make the product
more attractive to grocery shoppers. An example might be
heirloom tomatoes or purple cauliflower or carrots.

Tips For Selling to Grocery Storesinvoicing & tracking

• Critical to have a clear system for
invoicing grocery stores.
• A good, clear, or professional
invoicing system could set you
apart from other vendors.

Have a good, clear system for invoicing grocery stores. This
could set you apart from other prospective vendors.
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Tips For Selling to Grocery Storesinvoicing & tracking
• A good recordkeeping system
• Provide bill or invoice
• Keep track of deliveries
• File one copy for yourself.

Tips For Selling to Grocery Storesinvoicing & tracking
• Most grocery stores will not pay on
delivery; may pay monthly.
• Build relationships with everyone who
handles your product.
• Communicate with buyers weekly.

Establish a good recordkeeping system that includes clear
invoicing and accounts receivable. Most grocery stores will
not pay on delivery. You may receive a payment 15-30 days
after delivery. Keep track of deliveries and always get a
signed invoice in duplicate. Make certain that you file one
copy for yourself.
Always provide a bill or invoice when you deliver products.
Get a signed copy for your records. Build a relationship with
everyone who handles your products-the manager, the
buyer, the person stocking the shelves, etc. Communicate
weekly with buyers during the growing season about your
product availability.
Plan your production carefully to have a continuous harvest
and volume to supply demand from the store. Stagger
plantings so you have product to harvest all season. Provide
the store with information about your farm. Provide flyers
and pictures of your farm for display. Ask if they will do instore demos of your product. Offer to provide a tour of your
farm.

Group Work
• As a group write 2 tips you learned today and
1 thing what you would like to learn more in each
category:
─ Retailer relationship
─ Packaging
─ Quality & Quantity

You will be working in groups to discuss and summarize the
tips that you learned today.

- Pricing
- Invoicing & tracking
- Promoting

Challenges Of Selling to Grocery
Stores
• Constant communication with buyer
• Must meet orders and delivery deadlines.
• May need standard sizes; labeling and packaging.
• May need to get a PLU or UPC code on your
product.
• May not be able to sell enough quantity for
profitability.

Selling to a grocery store can be challenging. Communication is
very important and a farmer may need to be in contact with a
grocery store almost daily. It is very important that the farmer
meet orders and deliver by the deadline.
The grocery store may require standard sizes, which requires
products like tomatoes to be sorted into small, medium, large.
Labeling and packaging may also be required. Visit with the
buyer/manager to find out how they would like the product
delivered.
It may be challenging for some farmers to have enough product
to sell to make it profitable.
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Mr. Smith’s story

One day I decided that I have a lot of
potatoes, more than I could sell at the
farmers market. One of friend suggested
me to sell them to grocery store. He
mentioned that he heard you can even sell
the homemade stuff. Then I packed my
potatoes and the salsa my wife made, and
headed to a large chain grocery store.
Unfortunately, they said they weren’t interested. I don’t
understand where did I do wrong?

Summary

Tracking

Additional information
• University of Minnesota Community and Local Food
Resources-Marketing Local Food
http://www.extension.umn.edu/rsdp/community-andlocal-food/marketing-local-food/selling-to-institutionsand-retail/#local
• University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension:
Marketing Fresh Produce to Food Retailers (Grocery
Stores)
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CCD/marketing/grocers.pdf

One day I decided that I have a lot of potatoes, more than I
could sell at the farmers market. One of friend suggested me
to sell them to grocery store. He mentioned that he heard
you can even sell the homemade stuff. Then I packed my
potatoes and the salsa my wife made, and headed to a large
chain grocery store. Unfortunately, they said they weren’t
interested. He says “I don’t understand! Where did I do
wrong?”
In summary, marketing to grocery stores is all about building
relationships with everyone from the manager, the buyer,
and the person working the produce section of the store.
Having quality products is a must. Know your product and be
able to “sell” it to the buyer. Quality products have
consistent color, flavor, and other desirable qualities. Begin
with a good tracking and invoicing system in place. Learn
what certifications or licenses are required by your state
department of agriculture, and by the buyer of the product.
Learn how buyers want products packaged and labeled.
Provide the grocer with a bill or invoice on delivery of the
product. Be professional and build your relationship with the
grocer.
For more information on selling local foods to restaurants,
see these resources.
University of Minnesota Community and Local Food
Resources-Marketing Local Food
http://www.extension.umn.edu/rsdp/community-andlocal-food/marketing-local-food/selling-to-institutions-andretail/#local
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension: Marketing
Fresh Produce to Food Retailers (Grocery Stores)
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/CCD/marketing/grocers.pdf
Washington State Department of Agriculture: Small Farm
and Direct Marketing Handbook: Selling Directly to
Restaurants and Grocery Stores
Direct Marketing Strategies, January 2010
http://agr.wa.gov/marketing/smallfarm/DOCS/3SellingDirectlyToRestaurantsAndGroceryStores.pdf
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Questions?
Presenter one name
Presenter one contact info
Presenter two name
Presenter two contact info
Next session will be offered:
Next event ….
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Glossary of Terms
Acidified canned food

A food whose ingredients are primarily naturally not acidic (pH > 4.6) that
are acidified with vinegar or lemon juice before canning. This includes
pickled vegetables and other products. To sell these products at room
temperature, a process review and attendance at Better Process Control
School is required.

Better Process Control
School (BPCS)

Better Process Control School is required for selling some shelf stable canned
foods. The course either includes two days (only for acidified foods) or four
days (for selling low acid canned foods).

Clean

The removal of dirt and debris.

Commercial kitchen

Typically, this is a food processing facility that uses commercial-size
equipment for preparing food and is typically not a home kitchen used for
regular family use. Note that if a processor needs a food safety license to sell
a particular food, they need to obtain such license for themselves, even if
someone else using the same facility has a license, unless that person is
willing to take on the liability for another processor.

Co-packer

A contracted processing facility that manufactures and packages food
products for a client based on the client specifications.

Crisping

Refreshing harvested fresh produce in water or sprinkling leafy commodities
with water or ice to restore moisture content.

Farmers’ Market

RSMo. 144.527.2 defines a farmers’ market as “Individual farmers or a
cooperative or nonprofit enterprise or association that consistently occupies
a given site throughout the season, which operates principally as a common
marketplace for an individual farmer or a group of farmers to sell farm
products directly to consumers, and where the products sold are produced
by the participating farmers with the sole intent and purpose of generating a
portion of household income.”
Under this definition farmers’ markets include but may not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One or more producers at any location
Roadside farm stands or farmers selling directly from their home
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA’s)
Agritourism operations
Any operation where farmers sell farm products from their farms
directly to consumers with a logical pattern
Both the act of organization or assembly and the individual
participants may be considered farmers’ markets.

It is important to recognize the separation between markets as a common
marketplace and markets as individuals and entities. The laws and
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regulations governing a farmers’ market as a common marketplace are
determined by the market’s organizational structure and the activities the
market (organizing body) performs under applicable state and local laws.
The laws governing vendors are determined by their legal incorporation and
the types of products and services they provide under applicable state and
local laws, whether they qualify as a farmers’ market themselves or not.
FDA

The United States Food and Drug Administration. Generally, responsible for
regulating all food products other than meat and poultry.

Food Hub

A centrally located facility with a business management structure facilitating
the aggregation, storage, processing, distribution, and/or marketing of
locally/regionally produced food products.

Food Safety
Modernization Act
(FSMA)

A law signed in January 2011. It includes final rules released in 2015 on
produce safety, as well as processed food safety. This is the first time that
there have been governmental regulatory requirements for selling fresh,
whole produce. More information is available from
http://missourifamilies.org/foodsafety/newsletters/ or
www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/default.htm

fresh-cut

“…any fresh fruit, vegetable or combination that has been physically altered
from its original form, but remains in a fresh state.”

GAPs

Good Agriculture Practices. For the purposes of USDA’s GAPs program, GAPs
applies to produce growing, harvest, packing, and transportation. If a
product is GAP certified, the grower has passed an audit that they are using
good food safety produce growing practices. Not that GAPs is not a
regulatory requirement, but may be required by a buyer.

GFSI

The Global Food Safety Initiative. Some buyers may request that producers
pass one of the GFSI- recognized 3rd party audits for food safety. Some of the
auditing schemes recognized by GFSI include Primus and Safe Quality Food
(SQF).

GMPs

Good Manufacturing Practices- the basic sanitary and processing
requirements necessary to ensure the production of safe food.
Implementing these is essential to meeting FDA and USDA food safety
requirements.

Grocery Store

A market outlet for distribution of local food products for retail sale to
consumers.

Group GAPs

A USDA food safety certification program which officially began April 3,
2016. Under the program, growers of any size can be USDA-GAP certified as
a group.
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points. A HACCP plan and
implementation program is a regulatory requirement for meat and poultry

HACCP
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products, seafood, some juice, some vacuum- packed products, and by some
food buyers.
High acid canned food

The natural pH of the product is < 4.6. This includes most fruits and naturally
fermented foods. No process review is required but pH records must be
kept.

Hydro-Cooling

When warm produce is cooled directly by chilled water, the process is
known as hydro-cooling.

Incubator kitchen

A kitchen facility that can be utilized by start-up or other food businesses.
May also be considered a “community” or “shared-use” kitchen. Note that
generally, if a food product requires a food safety license to sell, the
processor would still need to obtain such license for themselves, even if
someone else using the facility has a license, unless that person is willing to
take on the liability for another processor.

Local

There is currently no uniform national definition for this term. However, if
the term is used, it must be truthful and not misleading. The 2008 Farm Act
defined this term as < 400 miles from the origin.

Low acid canned food

A food product that has a natural pH of greater than 4.6. This would include
canned vegetables and meats packed in water. To sell these products at
room temperature, a process review, attendance at Better Process Control
School, and commercial retort canning are required.

Natural

USDA defines “natural” related to how a meat product was processed,
stating that it is “minimally processed and contains no artificial ingredients.”
FDA does not currently have a definition for natural. However, FDA “has not
objected to the use of the term if the food does not contain added color,
artificial flavors, or synthetic substances.”

Organic

For any food product to be labeled as “certified organic” or “USDA Organic,”
they must be certified to meet all the requirements of the USDA National
Organic Program.

pH

A measure of the acidity of a food product, which has a major impact on the
microbial safety of the product, since some organisms do not grow well in
acidic conditions.

Potentially hazardous
food

Often commonly called “perishable” foods. A food that is natural or
synthetic and that requires temperature control because it is in a form
capable of supporting hazardous microorganisms.

Produce Auction

A market outlet for locally produced wholesale products. Fresh produce, as
well as a variety of other agricultural products, are offered for sale to the
highest bidder.
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Restaurant

A market outlet for locally produced food to be sold and prepared for
consumption by consumers.

Sanitize

Treating to reduce the amount of bacteria on a surface.

Trimming

Removing the parts of harvested fresh produce which are most likely to
deteriorate. It removes the dried plant fluid that seeps out after harvesting
which clog the plants pores, not allowing for proper hydration, and it
removes those parts that detract from taste and eye appeal.

USDA

The United States Department of Agriculture. Generally responsible for
regulating meat and poultry products and also perform other roles
supporting agriculture, such as conducting Good Agricultural Practices (GAP)
audits.

Water activity

Water activity is a measurement of the water available for the growth of
microorganisms in a food product. It is affected by moisture content, as well
as salt and sugar content of the product. It ranges from 0 to 1 (distilled water
is a w 1).
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